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This is exempli�ed by [7], where the theory of �nite dimensional algebras is usedto unravel the dynamical structure of X� much like the graph theory is usedfor so�c systems. In particular, X� decomposes into transitive and intrinsicallyergodic components and there is an algorithm for deciding if the topological entropyhtop(X�) is positive. The present paper is mainly devoted to the problem ofcomputing that entropy and to an explicit description of the maximal measure (fortransitive X�) in a fashion analogous to Parry's formulas for topological Markovchains. We also construct an example of a cocyclic subshift with htop(X�) that isa logarithm of a transcendental number. Since htop(X�) coincides with the growthof periodic orbits, this demonstrates that the dynamical zeta function of X� mayfail to be a rational function.While formulation of our results requires more de�nitions and is therefore rel-egated to the subsequent sections, the overall strategy follows the well establishedparadigm of computing the entropy via an appropriate transfer operator. For atopological Markov chain (or a so�c system), this operator is just the adjacencymatrix of the transition graph between states, but for cocyclic subshifts, an in�-nite dimensional setting is required. Speci�cally, we shall use the Banach spaceof all bounded functions de�ned on the projective space of the linear space uponwhich the �i's act. Note that if z 7! �(z) is such a function, the compositionz 7! � � �i(z) makes perfect sense as long as z is not a line in the kernel of �i;and should z be in the kernel, let us de�ne (extend) �(�i(z)) to be zero. In thisway, each �i determines a bounded linear operator Ti : � 7! � � �i. The transferoperator of X� is de�ned as the sum T� := Pi2A Ti (see Section 2 for details).The advantage of this de�nition is in its simplicity; and the huge size of the Banachspace is largely o�set by a rather penetrable structure of the operator (studied inSections 3, 4, and 6). Let us outline the main results.In Section 3, we show that ehtop(X�) coincides with the spectral radius of T�(Theorem 2.1). This hinges on approximation of X� from within by Markovchains (c.f. Theorem 7.2 in [7]). In Section 4, we further characterize ehtop(X�) asa root of a certain characteristic equation (Corollary 4.1). Unlike for so�c systems,this equation may be transcendental with transcendental roots. Also in Section 4,we develop Perron-Frobenius type result for T� and T �� (Theorem 4.2). Namely,under a natural and easy to secure assumption that the minimal rank of the cocycleis one, i.e. r� := minfrank(��1 � � ���n) : ��1 � � ���n 6= 0g = 1, we show that theessential spectral radius is strictly smaller than the spectral radius and the lateris an eigenvalue corresponding to a positive eigenvector. Dynamical relevance ofthis eigenvector becomes clear in Section 5 where we use it to recover the measureof maximal entropy. Here the idea may be conveyed again by an analogy witha transitive topological Markov chain. If A = (aij)mi;j=1 is the transition matrix,� is its spectral radius, and u = (uj)mj=1 and v = (vi)mi=1 are the (normalized)eigenvectors of A and its transpose AT , then the maximal measure is the uniquemeasure on AN that assigns to any nonempty cylinder set fx 2 X� : x1 =2



�1; : : : ; xn = �ng a mass ��nv�1u�n : (0.1)(In the standard parlance, this is the stationary Markov measure generated by thestochastic vector (uivi)mi=1 and the stochastic matrix �ujui aij� �mi;j=1 [13].) We givean exact analogue of the above formula for a cocyclic subshift represented as X�with r� = 1 | see (5.2). Essentially, v�1 and u�n are replaced by the leadingeigenvector of T� and the leading eigenvector of T�T (where �T := ��Ti �i2A is thetransposed cocycle). These eigenvectors (as functions on the projective space) areto be evaluated on im(��1 : : :��n) and im(�T�n : : :�T�1), respectively, which dictatesconsidering only the good blocks �1 : : : �n distinguished by rank(��1 : : :��n) = 1.In fact, such good blocks outweigh the bad blocks by a ratio exponentially smallin n, and the formula uniquely determines a certain invariant measure that isnearly-Markov (Theorem 5.3).The central role of the good blocks is further explored in Section 6, whichforegoes the compact presentation of X� via the cocycle � in favor of a certaincountable graph with vertices at the points of the projective space associated toim(��1 : : :��n) where �1 : : : �n is a good block. The advantage of this approach isin reconnecting with the classical theory of countable positive matrices. Indeed,the adjacency matrix of the graph is closely related to T�, and one can demon-strate some further results on the spectrum and eigenvectors of T� (including thesimplicity and domination of its Perron eigenvalue | see Theorem 6.4). This pointof view also makes clear that transitive cocyclic subshifts are synchronized codedsystems (as introduced in [3]), which opens a possibility for computing the entropyvia a general method based on the so called loop equation (see Prop. 2.12 in [3],and the discussion around (7.1) in [10]). Let us also mention that, by the result in[7], mixing cocyclic subshifts have speci�cation and, as such, taken with the maxi-mal measure, are isomorphic (via a �nitary isomorphism) with Bernoulli shifts (seeTheoreme 2 in [1] and also [11]).Before concluding this introduction, let us add that, to keep the technicalitiesto the minimum, we restricted the discussion to the setting in which the cocyclicsubshift is presented asX� for some �. In the remaining sections, we use a slightlymore exible presentation in terms of labeled (colored) directed graphs with matrixmultiplicative weights over the edges (which is often preferable in dealing withconcrete examples or in devising computer algorithms). The pertaining de�nitionscan be found in Section 1, which should be read before looking over the results ofother sections.1 PreliminariesWe �x notations and recall some key de�nitions (mainly from [7]). Our attention iscon�ned to the one-sided subshifts; although, a parallel theory exists for two-sided3



subshifts. As before, A is a �nite alphabet, say A = f1; :::; mg. Consider AN withthe product topology. The (full) one-sided shift (over A) is the map f : AN ! ANsuch that f : (�i)i2N 7! (�i+1)i2N. Any compact X � AN invariant under f ,f(X) � X, is referred to as a subshift. Given a non-zero linear space V over analgebraically closed �eld, denote by End(V ) all (linear) endomorphisms of V andcompose the maps in End(V ) on the right so that V is a right End-module.De�nition 1.1 ([7]) A cocyclic subshift of � = (�i)i2A 2 End(V )m isX� := f� 2 AN : ��1 � � ���n 6= 0; 8n 2 Ng:Somewhat imprecisely we shall refer to a � in the de�nition as a cocycle. Bya block we understand any �nite sequence � 2 An; n 2 N is the length of �,denoted j�j. Given x 2 AN, we introduce sub-blocks [x]n := (x1; : : : ; xn) and[x]i;n := (xi; : : : ; xi+n�1) where i; n 2 N . Also, the cylinder set associated to � isU� := fx : [x]j�j = �g. Having �xed �, a block � for which �� := ��1 � � ���n 6= 0is referred to as allowed. A block � occurs in X� i� � = [x]n for some x 2 X� andn 2 N . Clearly, x 2 AN belongs to X� i� all its sub-blocks [x]n are allowed; andX� = AN nSfU� : � is not allowedg.Think now of the elements of A = f1; : : : ; mg as encoding colors. By a directedgraph with colored edges we understand a tripleG = (Ver(G);Edge(G); lG) whereVer(G) is a set (of vertices), Edge(G) is a set (of edges), and lG is a (coloring)function lG : Edge(G) ! A. Each e 2 Edge(G) has associated unique e�; e+ 2Ver(G) called its tail and head, respectively. We allow for multiple edges betweenany two vertices and for self-loops; at this point, we also do not restrict to �nitegraphs. A sequence of edges a = (ei)ni=1, where n 2 N [ f1g, is a path in G i�e+i = e�i+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n�1; jaj := n is the length of a. We will also regard a singlevertex v 2 Ver(G) as a path of length zero, and set v+ = v� = v. The collectionof all paths in G is denoted by Path(G). Each path a = (ei)ni=1 determines ablock � = (lG(ei))ni=1; we say that � is the coloring of a and write � = lG(a). Thesubshift of a colored directed graph G is the subshift XG 2 AN given by1XG := f(xi)i2N : 8n2N9a2Path(G) lG(a) = [x]ng: (1.1)Since every subshift can be easily represented as XG for some countable G, anyinteresting theory places extra assumptions on G; for instance, �nite G yield so�csystems ([5]) and irreducible (i.e. strongly connected) G yield coded systems (Prop2.1 in [3]).Now, as in Section 12 of [7], by a colored graph G with propagation � we under-stand a pair P = (G;�) where G is a colored directed graph that has each vertexv 2 Ver(G) equipped with a non-zero linear space Vv and each edge e 2 Edge(G)equipped with a linear transformation | called a propagator | �e : Ve� ! Ve+.1For in�nite graphs, XG may strictly contain f(lG(ei))i2N : (ei)i2N is an in�nite path in Gg| see e.g. [10]. 4



Here, � = (�e)e2Edge(G). For a path a = (e1; : : : ; en), write �a := �e1 � � ��en , andsay that a propagates i� �a 6= 0. For zero length path, that is v 2 Ver(G), we adopta convention that �v = Id, the identity. By de�nition, a block � = (�1; : : : ; �n) isallowed (relative to P) i� it is a coloring of some propagating path a. We also setVer(P) := Ver(G) and Edge(P) := Edge(G).De�nition 1.2 ([7]) The subshift of a (�nite) colored graph with propagation P isXP := f(lP(ei))i2N 2 AN : (ei)i2N is an in�nite propagating path in Pg:For an arbitrary P, XP is a factor of a cocyclic subshift (see Section 12 of [7]).Whether XP is actually a cocyclic subshift is open unless one places extra hypothe-ses on P. Recall that a colored graph G is right resolving, if no two edges with tailsat the same vertex coincide in color, i.e. if e� = ~e� and l(e) = lG(~e) then e = ~efor any e; ~e 2 Edge(G). P = (G;�) is right resolving i� G is. Left resolving is theanalogous notion referring to heads (not tails). We leave to the reader the proof ofthe following remark that puts at our disposal all the results in [7] that are statedin terms of X�.Remark 1.1 ([7]) For a right (or left) resolving P, XP is a cocyclic sub-shift. Speci�cally, if � = (�i)i2A with V := Lv2Ver(G) Vv and x�i :=Pe2Edge(G): e�=v x�e for all x 2 Vv, v 2 Ver(G), then a block � is allowed withrespect to P i� it is allowed with respect to �. In particular, XP = X�.In order to deal with the iterates of f on XP, it is convenient to introducetogether with any P = (G;�) its powers Pn. For n 2 N , by de�nition, the graphof Pn is the power graph Gn, i.e. Ver(Gn) := Ver(G) and Edge(Gn) := fa 2Path(G) : jaj = ng with the obvious head and tail assignment. The coloringlPn : Edge(Gn)! An is just the (restriction of) Cartesian power lP� : : :� lP, andthe propagator of a 2 Ver(Gn) is simply �a. The subshift XPn � (An)N is easilyseen to be the nth power of the subshift XP, and as such is naturally conjugatedto the nth iterate of f on XP (see [7, 8]). Clearly, if P is right (left) resolving so isPn.Finally, we de�ne PT as PT = (GT ;�T ) where GT is obtained by reversingthe edges of G, and if e 2 Edge(G) and e 2 Edge(GT ) is its reverse then �Te :=(�e)T : V �e+ ! V �e� is the linear dual2. Clearly, PT is right resolving i� P is leftresolving.Fact 1.1 The cocyclic subshifts XP and XPT have the same topological entropy.Proof. The natural extension of XP can be identi�ed with a two sided subshift~XP := fx 2 f1; : : : ; mgZ : 8i2Z; k2N9 a propagating path a in P [x]i;k = lP(a)g;acted upon by the shift map ~f , ~f(xi)i2Z= (xi+1)i2Z. The natural extension of XPTis then identi�ed with ~XPT acted upon by the inverse shift ~f�1. The entropies of~f and ~f�1 are the same. 22Unlike in [7], we use here superscript T not the asterisk to avoid the confusion with the dualof the transfer operator. 5



2 Transfer operator (with an example)Fix a colored graph with propagation P = (G;�). For each v 2 Ver(G), considerthe usual projective space P(Vv) of all lines in Vv passing through 0 and a Banachspace B(P(Vv)) of all bounded real valued functions on P(Vv) with the sup-norm,k�kB(P(Vv)) := supz2Vv j�(z)j. For a path a 2 Path(G), the linear map �a : Va+ !Va� induces an operator Ta : B(P(Va+))! B(P(Va�))that is de�ned on � 2 B(P(Va+)) by(Ta�)(z) := (�(z�a); if z 6� ker(�a);0; if z � ker(�a): (2.1)Clearly, if ker(�a) 6= 0, then Ta� may have a discontinuity at z � ker(�a) even if �is continuous. Consider now the product spaceBP := Yv2Ver(G)B(P(Vv))with the sup-norm k � kBP := maxv k � kB(P(Vv)). Given � 2 BP, we write �(v; �) forits component in B(P(Vv)).De�nition 2.3 The transfer operator TP : BP ! BP of a colored graph with prop-agation P = (G;�) is given on � 2 BP by(TP�)(v; �) := Xe2Edge(G): e�=v Te(�(e+; �)): (2.2)To cast TP di�erently, associate with P = (G;�) a colored directed graph with(uncountably many) vertices of the form (v; z) where v is a vertex of G and z 2P(Vv). Place an edge from (v; z) to (~v; ~z) for any edge e joining v to ~v in G withz�e = ~z; and denote this instance by(v; z) �!P (~v; ~z):With the obvious coloring inherited from G, the subshift of this graph is equal toXP and, for � 2 BP, v 2 Ver(G) and z 2 P(Vv),(TP�)(v; z) = X(v;z)�!P (~v;~z)�(~v; ~z) (2.3)where the summation is over all edges emanating from (v; z). Thus TP is formallyanalogous to the adjacency matrix of the uncountable graph (c.f. Section 6).6



For k 2 N , the kth-iterate of TP on � is given by(T kP�)(v; �) = Xa2Path(G): jaj=k; a�=v Ta�(a+; �); (2.4)which is to say that T kP = TPk : Since only the propagating paths contribute to theabove sum and the operator norm kTek � 1, we conclude thatkT kPk � #fpropagating paths in P of length kg: (2.5)In particular, TP is bounded and has a �nite spectral radius, which we denote�P := �(TP):Now, the topological entropy of XP is given byhtop(XP) = limn!1 1n log#f� 2 An : � occurs in XPg (2.6)= limn!1 1n log#f� 2 An : � is allowedg; (2.7)where (2.7) follows from a general Proposition 1.4 in [3]. If P is right resolvingthen, for a �xed vertex v and any block �, there is at most one path a colored �that starts at v; and combining (2.5) and (2.7) yields�P = limk!1kT kPk1=k � ehtop(XP): (2.8)We shall prove the following theorem in the next section.Theorem 2.1 For a right resolving colored graph with propagation P, we have�P = ehtop(XP): (2.9)To illustrate the theorem, let us compute �P for a concrete (non-so�c) example3.Example: Consider a right resolving P (over C ) depicted in Figure 2.1. HereBP = B(C P1)�B(C P1). If we identify C P1 with the Riemann sphere C by usingthe standard map C 2 3 (x; y) 7! z := y=x 2 C [ f1g = C ;then BP = B(C )�B(C ), and (~�; ~ ) = TP(�;  ) i�~�(z) = �(z=2) +( (1) if z 6= 1;0 if z = 1: (2.10)~ (z) = �(z) +  (z + 3): (2.11)3A very similar left-resolving example can be found in [7]; in fact, the two cocyclic subshiftscoincide on their non-wandering sets and so have the same entropy.7
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Figure 2.1: Graph with propagation of a nonso�c cocyclic subshift. (The transfor-mations of z reect the projective action.)Proposition 2.1 A complex number � with j�j > 1 is in the spectrum of TP i� itsatis�es the equation 1Xk=0 ��2(k+1)�(4k�1)=3 = 1(1� �2) � 1: (2.12)Moreover, any such � is an eigenvalue of TP.Proof. For any � 2 C , we can write(TP � �Id)� � � = � D� SId �� �� � � (2.13)where ��, D�, and S are bounded operators acting on � 2 B(C ) as follows(���)(z) = �(z + 3)� ��(z);(D��)(z) = �(z=2)� ��(z);(S�)(z) = �(1)(1� �1(z));where 1 is a constant function equal to 1 and �1(z) is the characteristic function ofthe singleton f1g � C . Since TP is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space,� 2 C is in its resolvent i� (TP � �Id) is one-to-one and onto, i.e. when for any~�; ~ 2 B(C ) there is a unique solution (�;  ) 2 B(C )2 to the system(D��+ S = ~��+�� = ~ : (2.14)8



This happens exactly when the determinant (D��� � S) is invertible, i.e. for any ̂ 2 B(C ) there is a unique solution  2 B(C ) to(D��� � S) =  ̂: (2.15)For j�j > 1, both D� and �� are invertible and so (2.15) is equivalent to = (D���)�1 ̂ +  (1)(D���)�1(1� �1); (2.16)which is solvable unless ((D���)�1(1� �1))(1) = 1;or, equivalently, ((D���)�1(�1))(1) = ((D���)�1(1))(1)� 1: (2.17)We claim that (2.12) is equivalent to (2.17). By using the Neumann power seriesfor the resolvents, D�1� = P1n=0 ��n�1Dn0 and �� = P1n=0 ��n�1�n0 , we see thatthe right sides of (2.12) and (2.17) coincide. Also, the left hand side of (2.17) equals((D���)�1(�1))(1) = 1Xn=0 1Xm=0��n�m�2�n0Dm0 (�1)(1) = 1Xn=0 1Xm=0��n�m�2�1�1 + 3n2m � :which matches the left side of (2.12) since 2m � 1 (mod 3) i� m is even.Thus we know that �'s with j�j > 1 that satisfy (2.12) are in the spectrum. Weleave it to the reader to verify that, for  � := (D���)�1(1��1) and �� := ��� �;(��;  �) is an eigenvector of TP with eigenvalue � whenever � satis�es (2.17). 2Fact 2.2 Any root � of (2.12) is a transcendental number.Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 in [9] on the transcen-dence of f(z) for functions f given by a lacunary power series. Precisely, by takinguk := 4k, ak(z) := z6(k+1) � 1, that theorem implies that P1k=0 z6(k+1)+(4k�1) istranscendental at algebraic z with 0 < jzj < 1, which readily implies the fact. 2By combining the proposition with Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the topo-logical entropy of the example is a logarithm of a transcendental number, whichprecludes rationality of the dynamical zeta function.Before leaving this section, note that the proof of the proposition hinged on thedecomposition of the transfer operator TP into a sum of a truly in�nite-dimensionalpart represented by � D 0Id � �and a �nite-dimensional (actually, one-dimensional) operator� 0 S0 0 � :In Section 4, we shall see that this is a key general feature of TP.9



3 Proof of Theorem 2.1In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we shall use a presentation of XP as a subshift ofa certain countable colored graph that allows for approximation from within (inthe sense of entropy) by �nite graphs. Let Grass(Vv) be the collection of all linearsubspaces of Vv. With a colored graph with propagation P = (G;�), we associatea new colored graph GP with vertex setVer(GP) :=f(v; Y ) : v 2 Ver(P); Y 2 Grass(Vv) n f0g; such that Y = im(�a)for some a 2 Path(P) with v = a+g;and an edge ê from (v; Y ) to (~v; ~Y ), denoted by (v; Y ) �!GP (~v; ~Y ); for any edge ejoining v to ~v inG with Y �e = ~Y . The coloring of GP is that induced from G (i.e.lGP(ê) := lP(e)). (Note that each zero length path a = v 2 Ver(P) contributes(v; Vv) to Ver(GP).) From the construction, a propagating path in P determinesa path in GP and vice versa, so thatXP = XGP:The following approximation lemma is closely related to Theorem 7.1 in [7].Lemma 3.1 Suppose that P is right resolving. For any � > 0, there exists a �nitesubgraph G1 of GP such that XG1 � XP and htop(XG1) � htop(XP)� �.In fact, G1 will be found as the graph of a certain graph with propagation whosepropagators are all linear isomorphisms obtained by taking suitable restrictions ofthe propagators in P.Proof of Lemma 3.1. Because of the right resolving hypothesis, Remark 1.1secures a cocycle � 2 End(V )m, V =Lv2Ver(P) Vv, such that XP = X�. Given avertex v and a block �, x�� = x�a for all x 2 Vv taking a as the only path startingat v with coloring � (and we suppress the natural embedding of Vv into V ).By Theorem 5.1 in [7], XP is a union of �nitely many topologically transitivecomponents, so the entropy must be realized on a single such component. Further-more, by Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 in [7], this component is a union of �nitely manysets, each �xed by a certain iterate f d and satisfying speci�cation under f d. Wecan pick one such set, �1 � X�, and then the topological entropy of f d restrictedto �1 is d � htop(XP).As in the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [7], we consider the minimal rank,r := r� = min�rank ��[�]nd� : � 2 �1	 :Fix k 2 dN and � 2 �1 so that rank(�[�]k) = r. We may require that � isperiodic and � = ([�]k)1 since one can always use speci�cation to �nd � with~� := ([�]k�)1 2 �1 and replace � by ~�. Set � := [�]k and W := im(��).10



From the de�nition of the topological entropy, there is (arbitrarily large) n 2 dNfor which some N 2 N with lnN=n � htop(XP)� �=2 (3.1)is a cardinality of a (n; 1)-separated set f�1; :::; �Ng � �1 | i.e., the blocks f[�i]n :1 � i � Ng are pairwise di�erent. By speci�cation, there is l 2 dN (that dependsonly on P) such that one can �nd blocks �i and �i for which ��i[�i]n�i� occurs in�1 and has length j��i[�i]n�i�j = n+ 2l, i = 1; :::; N .Consider the blocks �i := �i[�i]n�i�, i = 1; :::; N . Their key property is thatV ��i = W and W��i = W , which follows from the de�nition (minimality) of rand the fact that dim(W ) = r.Claim: There is a (unique) set of vertices I � Ver(P) and spaces Wv � Vv,v 2 I, such that W =Lv2I Wv. Moreover, for 1 � i � N , ��i permutes Wv's (i.e.for any v 2 I there is a unique ~v 2 I so that Wv��i = W~v), ��i jWv : Wv ! W~v isan isomorphism, and there is q 2 N so that Wv =Wv��qi = Vv��qi for any v 2 I.To verify the claim, �x i and set � = ��i . By right resolving, for any v 2Ver(P), there is a unique path a with lG(�i) = a and a� = v; set ~v := a+ andlet g : v 7! ~v be the resulting map on the vertices. By the construction of �,Vv� � V~v. Since Ver(P) is �nite, there is q 2 N such that gq is a retraction ontosome I � Ver(P), i.e. gq(Ver(P)) = I and gqjI = IdI . This means that im(�q)is contained in Lv2I Vv and �q restricted to Lv2I Vv is a direct product Lv2I  vfor certain  v 2 End(Vv). Thus W = im(�q) = Lv2I Wv where Wv := im( v) =W \ Vv. Moreover, from the de�nition of g, Wv� � Wg(v) = W \ Vg(v). Actually,�jWv : Wv ! Wg(v) is an isomorphism for all v 2 I; indeed,  v := �qjWv : Wv !Wvis an isomorphism (due to W�q = W ) so that we have all isomorphisms in Wv �!Wg(v) �! ::: �!Wgq�1(v) �! Wv: This establishes the claim, and we can complete theproof of the lemma now.Consider for a moment a single block �i and any path a with coloring �i. Notethat s := jaj = n + 2l � k. Let vj 2 Ver(P), j = 0; : : : ; s, be the vertices visitedby a, i.e. v0 = a� and vj = ([a]j)+ for j > 0. The claim guarantees that each Wvis an image of a propagator, and so we have the following edges in GP,(vj�1;Wv0�[a]j�1) �!GP (vj;Wv0�[a]j); j = 1; : : : ; s: (3.2)Also by the claim, Wv0�a = Wv0��i = Wvs so that the terminal vertex is simply(vs;Wvs); and all the linear transformations �[a]j;1 : Wv0�[a]j�1 ! Wv0�[a]j areisomorphisms. Let G1 be the subgraph of GP obtained by keeping only the edgesgiven by (3.2) where a runs over all the paths a in GP with coloring of some �i,i = 1; :::; N . We claim that XG1 contains any free concatenation �i1�i2 ::: whereij 2 f1; : : : ; Ng for j 2 N . Indeed, for any q 2 N , W��i1�i2 :::�iq = W and so theremust be a path a in G with coloring �i1�i2:::�iq and �a 6= 0. All the edges along aare in G1 by the construction of G1. 11



Finally, in view (3.1), we can estimate entropy as followshtop(XG1) � lnN q=(qs) = lnN=(n+ 2l � k) � (1� 2l=n) lnN=n � (3.3)(1� 2l=n)htop(XP) � htop(XP)� �; (3.4)where n needs to be taken su�ciently large compared with l. 2Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix for a moment � > 0. Let G1 � GP be as inLemma 3.1. Since G1 is a �nite colored right resolving graph the entropy of theso�c system XG1 is ln� � htop(XP) � � where � is the Perron eigenvalue of theadjacency matrix and corresponds to some non-negative eigenvector � (see e.g. [8]).In our notation, � : Ver(G1)! R+ [ f0g with��(v; U) = X(v;U)�!G1 (~v; ~U) �(~v; ~U); (v; U) 2 Ver(G1):Given (v; z), v 2 Ver(P) and z 2 P(Vv), we set�(v; z) := maxf�(v; U) : z � U; (v; U) 2 Ver(G1)g;where �(v; z) = 0 if the maximum is taken over an empty set. We claim that thusde�ned � 2 BP satis�es, for v 2 Ver(P) and z 2 P(Vv),(TP�)(v; z) � ��(v; z): (3.5)If �(v; z) = 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise �x (v; z) and (v; U) so thatz � U . From the construction of G1, �ejU is an isomorphism so that z 6� ker(�e)for any edge e 2 Edge(G1) with e� = (v; U). By summing over such edges (eachof which corresponds to a di�erent edge of P), we getX(v;U)�!G1 (~v; ~U) �(~v; ~U) � X(v;z)�!P (~v;~z)(�(~v; z�e); if z 6� ker(�e);0; if z � ker(�e):Since the right side equals (TP�)(v; z), we see that (T �)(v; z) � ��(v; U); and(3.5) follows by the arbitrariness of U .Applying (3.5) repeatedly yields T nP � � �n� so that kT nP�k � �nk�k. It followsthat �P = �(TP) � �, which proves the theorem due to the arbitrariness of �. 24 Eigenvalue problemThe main goal of this section is to show how �P can be determined as a solutionof a certain �nite dimensional (albeit transcendental) eigenvalue problem and toprove that, after perhaps passing to a suitable exterior power of P, the essential12



spectral radius is strictly less than �P and �P is an eigenvalue that corresponds toa positive eigenvector (for both TP and its dual T �P). Further spectral propertiesare discussed in Section 6.We begin with a rank reduction analogous to the considerations of Section 8in [7]. Together with P, consider its rth-exterior power, denoted P^r, that (byde�nition) has the same underlying colored graph G^r := G but the propagatorsare replaced by their rth-exterior powers so that �^r := (�^re )e2EdgeG.De�nition 4.4 A graph with propagation P is rank reduced i�htop(XP^2) < htop(XP) (4.1)(By convention, htop(;) = �1.) Note that for any P, we have a �nite �ltration ofcocyclic subshifts X1 � X2 � : : : � Xd where Xr := XP^r , r = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; d, d :=maxv2Ver(G)fdim(V )g. For r0 := maxfr 2 f1; : : : ; dg : htop(Xr) = htop(X1)g, P^r0is rank reduced and htop(XP) = htop(XP^r0 ). We warn however that possibly XP 6=XP^r0 . This fact does not a�ect our further arguments, but let us neverthelessexplain. First suppose XP is topologically transitive (e.g. P is irreducible | seeSection 6). Then XP is a union of a cycle of subshifts with speci�cation (see [7]);and, therefore, htop(Y ) < htop(XP) whenever Y is a subshift properly contained inXP. It follows that r0 = maxfr : Xr = X1g so that XP = XP^r0 . Put di�erently,if we de�ne the rank of a block � asrankP(�) := maxfrank(�a) : � = lP(a); a 2 Path(G)gand the eventual rank of x 2 f1; :::; mgN as rankP(x) := limn!1 rank([x]n0 );then r0 = minfrankP(x) : x 2 XPg. (The limit exists since rankP(��) �minfrankP(�); rankP(�)g.) In the general case, when XP is not necessarily tran-sitive, XP^r0 is a union of the transitive components of XP that carry the fullentropy htop(XP). On the other hand, by using the spectral decomposition (Sec-tion 5 in [7]), one can see that every cocyclic subshift with no transient points canbe presented as XP for a rank reduced and right resolving P.Consider pointwise ordering of the functions in BP, i.e. � is positive, denoted� � 0, i� �(v; z) � 0 for all (v; z). The induced order on B�P is such that � � 0 i��(�) � 0 for all � � 0, � 2 BP.Theorem 4.2 If P is a rank reduced right resolving graph with propagation then,for both TP and its adjoint T �P , the essential spectral radius is strictly less than thespectral radius �P, and �P is an eigenvalue with a positive eigenvector.The relevance of the rank reduced hypothesis is demonstrated by a simple example:take #A = 1 and �1 : C 2 ! C 2 given by �1(w1; w2) = (e2�ip2w1; w2), then 1 isthe spectral radius of T� but not an isolated eigenvalue. The proof of the theoremoccupies the rest of this section. The arguments for TP and T �P follow the samepath. 13



We �x a rank reduced right resolving graph P = (G;�). Consider the powerPn of P and partition the set of edges of Gn (i.e. n-paths in G) according to therank of their propagator:Edge�(Gn) := fa 2 Edge(Gn) : rank(�a) > 1g;Edge+(Gn) := fa 2 Edge(Gn) : rank(�a) = 1g:By allowing only the paths through the edges in Edge�(Gn), we obtainX(n)� := f(l(ei))1i=1 2 XP : (ein+1; :::; ein+n) 2 Edge�(Gn) for all i � 0g:Note that fn(X(n)� ) = X(n)� .Lemma 4.2 If hn is the topological entropy of the restriction fnjX(n)� , thenlimn!1 1nhn = htop(XP^2) (4.2)Proof. Consider Y (n)� := X(n)� [: : :[fn�1X(n)� so that f(Y (n)� ) = Y (n)� and 1nhn =htop(Y (n)� ). If ~njn then X(n)� � X~n and Y (n)� � Y~n. Therefore, Y (1)� := Tn2N Y (n)� isan nonempty subshift, and htop(Y (1)� ) = limn!1 htop(Y (n)� ). (Indeed, htop(Y (1)� ) �lim infn!1 htop(Y (n)� ) is clear; and htop(Y (1)� ) � lim supn!1 htop(Y (n)� ) by uppersemi-continuity of entropy | c.f. Proposition 4.4.6, p 122, in [8].) It is left to showthat htop(Y (1)� ) = htop(XP^2). One inequality follows from XP^2 � Y (1)� . Weclaim that Y (1)� � Sq�0 f�q(XP^2), which already assures Tq�0 f q(Y (1)� )) � XP^2and yields the other inequality: htop(Y (1)� ) = htop(Tq�0 f q(Y (1)� )) � htop(XP^2).To show the claim, consider x 2 Y (1)� . For each n 2 N , x 2 Y (n)� implies thatrankP([x]qn) > 1 and rankP([x]qn;n) > 1 for some qn 2 N . If q� := supn2N qn =1,then it is not hard to see that rankP(x) > 1 and so x 2 XP^2. If q� < 1, thenthere is q � q� such that rankP(f q(x)) > 1 and so f q(x) 2 XP^2 . 2Because P is rank reduced, the lemma assures that there is n0 2 N such thatwe have 1nhn < htop(XP) for all n � n0: (4.3)Consider now a �xed n � n0. Let Pn� and Pn+ be the colored graphs with propaga-tion obtained by removing from Pn all the edges in Edge+(Gn) and Edge�(Gn),respectively, so that Edge(Pn+) = Edge+(Gn) and Edge(Pn�) = Edge�(Gn). Forbrevity, denote the transfer operators of P, Pn�, and Pn+ by T , T n� , and T n+ , re-spectively. Observe that they all act on the same space BP = BPn = BPn� = BPn+and the construction assures thatT n = T n� + T n+ : (4.4)Here is the key feature of the above splitting:14



Fact 4.3 The operator T n+ and its dual T n+ � have �nite-dimensional images.Proof. Indeed, if a 2 Edge+(Gn) then im(�a) is a single line in Va+ and we setK := f(v; z) : z = im(�a); v = a+; a 2 Edge(Pn+)g:We claim that the image im(T n+ ) is spanned by #K functions f�(v;z)g(v;z)2K givenby �(v;z)(~v; ~z) := X(~v;~z)�!Pn+ (v;z) 1; ~z 2 V~v:Indeed, for � 2 BP, we see that (c.f. (2.3))T n+ �(~v; ~z) = X(~v;~z)�!Pn+ (v;z) �(v; z) = X(v;z)2K �(v; z)�(v;z)(~v; ~z): (4.5)Similarly, im(T n+ �) is contained in the linear span of the evaluation functionalsf�(v;z)g(v;z)2K de�ned by �(v;z)(�) := �(v; z) for � 2 BP. Indeed, for � 2 B�P and� 2 BP, via (4.5), we obtainT n+ ��(�) = �(T n+�) = �0@ X(v;z)2K �(v; z)�(v;z)1A = X(v;z)2K � ��(v;z)��(v; z); (4.6)which shows that T n+ �� =P(v;z)2K � ��(v;z)� �(v;z): 2Now, observe that XPn� as a subshift of (An)N is naturally conjugated withfn : X(n)� ! X(n)� . Thus (4.3) and Theorem 2.1 yield�(n)� := �(T n� )1=n = �(T n� �)1=n = e 1nhn < ehtop(XP) = �P: (4.7)In this way, for j�j > �(n)� , we have at our disposal the Neumann series(T n� � �n)�1 = 1Xk=0 ���n(k+1)T n� k; (T n� � � �n)�1 = 1Xk=0 ���n(k+1)(T n� �)k:(4.8)This enables us to solve the eigenvalue problem for T via the following simplelemma, which also holds after replacing T , T n+ , T n� by T �, T n+ �, T n� �, respectively.Lemma 4.3 Suppose that j�j > �(n)� . Given � 2 BP, the solutions � 2 BP ofT n� = �n�+ � (4.9)are in bijective correspondence with the solutions � 2 im(T n+ ) of� = T n+ (�n � T n� )�1(�� �): (4.10)Moreover, if � and � are the solutions of their respective equations, then� = T n+ � and � = (�n � T n� )�1(�� �): (4.11)15



Proof of Lemma 4.3. Suppose (4.10) holds. To satisfy T n+� = �, set � :=(�n � T n� )�1(� � �); and then apply (�n � T n� ) to both sides (of the de�nition)to obtain (�n � T n� )� = � � � = T n+� � �, which rearranges into (4.9). Likewise,(4.9) is equivalent to T n+ � � � = (�n � T n� )�: If it holds, substituting � := T n+�and applying (�n�T n� )�1 to both sides yields the second equation in (4.11), whichfurther becomes (4.10) after application of T n+ to both sides. 2The lemma motivates the following de�nitions.De�nition 4.5 Suppose that P is a rank reduced colored graph with propagationand n � n0 (as in (4.3)). The small transfer operator of P (associated to n) isQn(�) := T n+ (�n � T n� )�1;where � is a complex parameter with j�j � �(n)� . Likewise, the small adjoint transferoperator of P is Pn(�) := T n+ �(�n � T n� �)�1:Proposition 4.2 For n � n0, a complex number � with j�j > �(n)� is in thespectrum of T n (or T �n) i� det (Id�Qn(�)) = 0; (4.12)or, equivalently, i� det (Id� Pn(�)) = 0: (4.13)Every such � is an eigenvalue and the eigenvectors can be found from (4.11) bysolving (4.10) (with � = 0).Note that bothQn(�) and Pn(�) are �nite-dimensional and so are the determinantsin (4.12) and (4.13).Proof of Proposition 4.2. By the Banach open mapping theorem, �n is in theresolvent of T nP i� (4.9) has a unique solution for any � 2 BP. By the lemma,this is exactly when (4.10), i.e. (Id�Qn(�))� = �Qn(�)� is uniquely solvable for� 2 im(T n+ ) = im(Qn(�)). Thus � is in the resolvent i� Id�Qn(�) is non-singularon im(Qn(�)). A similar argument (based on the analogue of the lemma for T �)holds for Pn(�). 2Proposition 4.2 establishes the assertion of Theorem 4.2 regarding the essentialspectral radii. It may be worth to also note that Proposition 4.2 enables one torecover all eigenvalues � of T satisfying j�j > �(n0)� . This rests on the followinggeneral observation.Lemma 4.4 Let T and S be two operators and An := fz 2 C : rn � jzj � Rngfor some r; R � 0. If �(T ) \A1 and �(S) \A1 are �nite and there is n0 2 N suchthat �(T n) \ An = �(Sn) \ An for all n � n0, then �(T ) \ A1 = �(S) \ A1.16



Proof. Clearly, if � is an eigenvalue of T then �n is an eigenvalue of T n; and if� is an eigenvalue of T n, then one of its nth-roots is an eigenvalue of T . Likewisefor S. Therefore, we are dealing with an elementary property of the circle group:of concern is only the argument of the eigenvalues and it su�ces to argue forr = R > 0. Fix � 2 �(T ) \ A1. For � 2 �(S) \ A1, let I� := fn � n0 : �n = �ngand let d� be the greatest common divisor of I�. Since S�2�(S)\A1 I� = fn � n0gand � 2 �(S) \ A1 is �nite, there exists � with I� 6= ; and d� = 1. It follows thatthe set of equations for z, zn = �n, n 2 I�, has a unique solution z = �. Thus� = � 2 �(S)\A1, which shows �(T )\A1 � �(S)\A1. Swapping T and S yieldsthe opposite inclusion. 2To �nish the proof of Theorem 4.2, it remains to obtain a positive eigenvectorcorresponding to �P.Proposition 4.3 There are positive �P 2 BP and �P 2 B�P such that Qn(�P)�P =�P and Pn(�P)�P = �P.Before proving the proposition, we observe that it combines with Theorem 2.1 andProposition 4.2 to yield the following:Corollary 4.1 (entropy computation) For a rank reduced graph with propaga-tion P, the entropy htop(XP) is the logarithm of the largest positive root � of theequation (4.12) (or (4.13).Both BP and B�P are Banach lattices (see e.g. [12]); and the proof of Proposi-tion 4.3 will depend on the following basic properties. For any positive boundedlinear operator L on BP (or B�P) and any �1; �2, we have: jL(�1)j � L(j�1j);k�1k � k j�1j k; and 0 � �1 � �2 implies k�1k � k�2k: Moreover, Qn and Pn arepositive operators for any � > 0 as it is clear from their representations as seriesof positive operators obtained from (4.8):Qn(�) = 1Xk=0 ��n(k+1)T n+ (T n� )k and Pn(�) = 1Xk=0 ��n(k+1)T n+ �(T n� �)k: (4.14)Fact 4.4 (i) If �2 � �1 � �(n)� , then Qn(�2) � Qn(�1) (i.e. Qn(�2)� � Qn(�1)�for � � 0). In particular, �(Qn(�2)) � �(Qn(�1)).(ii) for j�j � �(n)� , jQn(�)�j � Qn(j�j)j�j. In particular, �(Qn(�)) � �(Qn(j�j)).Proof. (i) That Qn(�2) � Qn(�1) follows immediately from the power ex-pansion. Also, for arbitrary � 2 B and j 2 N , jQn(�2)j(�)j � Qn(�2)j(j�j) �Qn(�1)j(j�j) and so kQn(�2)j(�)k � kQn(�1)j(j�j)k, which yields the inequalitybetween the spectral radii.(ii) For any �xed k, L := T n+ (T n� )k is positive and so jL(�)j � L(j�j). Thusthe inequality jQn(�)�j � Qn(j�j)j�j follows immediately by taking absolute value17



of the the power expansion (4.14). Again, jQn(�)j�j � Qn(j�j)jj�j so that thatkQn(�)j(�)k � kQn(j�j)j(j�j)k, which yields the inequality between the spectralradii. 2Proof of Proposition 4.3. First let us show that �(Qn(�P)) = 1. By thede�nition of �P as the spectral radius and by Corollary 4.1,�P = supfj�j : 1 2 spectrum(Qn(�))g: (4.15)Therefore, if 1 2 spectrum(Qn(�)), then �P � j�j; and Fact 4.4 yields�(Qn(�P)) � �(Qn(j�j)) � �(Qn(�)) � 1. In particular, �(Qn(�P)) � 1. Now,observe that �(Qn(�P)) > 1 would imply existence of �� > �P with 1 2 �(Qn(��))thus contradicting (4.15). Indeed, as a function of � 2 [�P;1), �(Qn(�)) is con-tinuous (since Qn(�) is analytic in �), non-increasing (due to (i) of Fact 4.4), anddiminishes to zero as � ! 1 (since (4.14) yields Qn(�) � 1=(� � C) for someC > 0 and large � > 0).Thus we have shown that �(Qn(�P)) = 1; and the same argument yields�(Pn(�P)) = 1. Now, Qn(�P) and Pn(�P) are positive and compact (actually �nite-dimensional), and B and B� are ordered real Banach spaces with a total positivecone (i.e. positive vectors span the whole space); hence, the Krein-Rutman theo-rem (p 265 in [12]) yields positive eigenvectors �P and �P with Qn(�P)(�P) = �Pand Pn(�P)(�P) = �P. 2Finally, we assemble our �ndings into a proof of Theorem 4.2.Proof of Theorem 4.2. If �P is as in the Proposition 4.3, the function� := (�n � T n� )�1(�P); (4.16)satis�es the eigenvalue equation T n� = �n� by Lemma 4.3. In this way, P := (�+ ��1T �+ ::: + ��n+1T n�1�) (4.17)is a positive eigenvector of T , T  P = �P P:That the essential spectral radius of T does not exceed �(n)� < �P is guaranteed byProposition 4.2. The arguments for T � are completely analogous. 25 Measure of maximal entropyA topologically transitive XP has a unique measure of maximal entropy (see [7]).In this section, we shall give a concrete description of this measure in terms of thetransfer operator. The construction does not require transitivity of XP, but wehave to make the following standing hypothesis:18



(A) P is a right-resolving and left-resolving rank reduced colored graph withpropagation.We note that the requirement that P is both left and right resolving is naturalalready in the so�c context (i.e. for colored graphs without propagation) and isdictated by the fact that we shall apply the results of the previous section to thetransfer operator of both P and PT . By Fact 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, �PT = �P andthroughout this section we set � := �P = �PT :Also, given a right resolving P, it is easy to construct P1 that is both right andleft resolving and XP is a �nite-to-one factor of XP1 , which guarantees that themaximal entropy measure of XP1 pushed forward to the maximal entropy measureof XP. (For instance, P1 can be taken as P with a richer labeling that assigns toan edge e the label (e+; lP(e)); or one can use Remark 1.1.)Let us �x eigenvectors � and �T of TP and TPT , respectively, corresponding tothe eigenvalue � (as supplied by Theorem 4.2). For a block � with rankP(�) = 1(and thus also rankPT (�) = 1), the weight of � is de�ned by�P(�) :=Xa ��j�j�(a+; im(�a))�T (a�; im(�Ta )); (5.1)where the summation extends over all propagating paths a in P with lP(a) = �.For convenience, we also set �P(�) = 0 if rankP(�) = 0 (i.e. � is dissalowed). In the\one vertex case", when the cocyclic subshift is presented as X�, the formula (5:1)becomes a perfect analogue of the Parry weight (0.1) discussed in the introduction:��(�) = ��j�j�(im(��))�T (im(�T� )): (5.2)Precisely, given a colored right and left resolving graph G, one naturarly takes �ito be the adjacency of the subgraph with the edges of color i, and then XG = X�and the two formulas coincide. We also comment that the restriction to the rankone blocks only in (5.1) is o�set by the fact that such blocks dominate: #f� 2An : rankP(�) > 1g=#f� 2 An : rankP(�) = 1g converges to zero exponentially inn because XP^2 = fx 2 AN : rankP(x) > 1g is a cocyclic subshift of lower entropythan XP (see De�nition 4.4).Theorem 5.3 Under hypothesis (A), there exists a unique shift invariant Borelprobability measure � on XP that is proportional to the weights �P, i.e. for someconstant C > 0, if rankP(�) = 1 then �(U�) = C�P(�) (where U� = fx : [x]j�j =�g). The entropy of � under the shift map is ln�P = htop(XP).The proof of the theorem will proceed through a number of lemmas. We start withthe analog of the Markov condition. 19



Lemma 5.5 If rankP(�) = 1, then�P(�) = mXi=1 �P(�i) and �P(�) = mXi=1 �P(i�):Proof. We prove only the �rst equality as the proof of the second one is com-pletely analogous. The right side equalsR = mXi=1 Xa2Ai ��j�j�1�(a+; im(�a))�T (a�; im(�Ta ));where Ai := fa : �a 6= 0; l(a) = �ig. Any a 2 Ai has the form ~ae where l(~a) = �,l(e) = i, and ~a 2 ~A := f~a : �~a 6= 0; l(~a) = �g. Moreover, for a and ~a as above,a� = ~a�, and im(�Ta ) = im(�T~a ) because im(�Ta ) = im(�Te )�T~a � im(�T~a ) and thedimension of both sides is 1 from rankP(�) = 1. Therefore,R =X~a2 ~A Xi ��j�j�1�(~ae+i ; im(�~aei))�T (~a�; im(�T~a ));where the second sum is over i for which there is (a unique, by the right resolving)edge ei colored i with ~a+ = e�. Finally, by using that � is an eigenvector of TP,we obtain R = ��j�j�1X~a2 ~A �T (~a�; im(�T~a ))Xi �(e+i ; im(�~a)�ei) =��j�j�1X~a2 ~A �T (~a�; im(�T~a )) TP�(~a+; im(�~a)) =��j�jX~a2 ~A �T (~a�; im(�T~a ))�(~a+; im(�~a)):The last sum equals �P(�), which �nishes the proof. 2Corollary 5.2 If rankP(�) = 1 and U� = SNk=1 U�k where the sum is disjoint,then �P(�) = NXk=1 �P(�k):Proof. Since rankP(�k) = 1, this amounts to repeated application of the lemma.2 Set, for n 2 N , �n := X�: rankP(�)=1; j�j=n �P(�):In the Markov case �n is constant. Here, we introduce�1 := limn �n <1where the limit exists on the force of the following lemma.20



Lemma 5.6 For n > 1, we have(i) �n � �n�1;(ii) �n �Pv2Ver(G) dim(Vv) k�kk�Tk:Proof. (i) By factoring � = �i where i 2 A, we can use Lemma 5.5 to obtain�n = X�=�i: rankP(�)=1 �P(�i) + X�=�i: rankP(�)>1 �P(�i) (5.3)= �n�1 + X�=�i: rankP(�)>1 �P(�i) � �n�1: (5.4)(ii) Pick a basis Bv of Vv for each v 2 Ver(G). We unravel the de�nitions of�P(�) and �n and then estimate:�n = ��n X�: rankP(�)=1; j�j=n Xa: l(a)=�; �a 6=0�(a+; im(�a)) �T (a�; im(�Ta )) ���nk�Tk X�: rankP(�)=1; j�j=n Xa: l(a)=�; �a 6=0�(a+; im(�a)) ���nk�Tk X�: j�j=n Xa: l(a)=�; �a 6=0 Xz2Ba� : z�a 6=0 �(a+; z�a) =��nk�Tk Xv2Ver(G) Xz2Bv Xa: a�=v; jaj=n; z�a 6=0 �(a+; z�a) =��nk�Tk Xv2Ver(G) Xz2Bv T nP�(v; z) =k�Tk Xv2Ver(G) Xz2Bv �(v; z) �k�Tk Xv2Ver(G) Xz2Bv k�k:2 Consider the familyR0 of all �nite unions of the cylinders to which we assignedweights, that isR0 := ( N[k=1U�k : rankP(�k) = 1; k = 1; : : : ; N; N 2 N) [ f;g:It is easy to see that R0 is a ring (i.e. is closed under di�erences and �nite sums).Corollary 5.3 There exists a unique �nite and (�nitely) additive measure �0 onR0 such that if rankP(�) = 1 then �0(U�) = �P(�).21



Proof. Set �0(;) = 0. Any set in R0 can be represented as a disjoint union ofcylinders in R0; set then �0 N[k=1U�k! := NXk=1 �P(�k):By Corollary 5.5, this de�nition does not depend on the decomposition. Theadditivity is manifest. From Lemma 5.6, �(A) � �1 < +1 for any A 2 R0. 2To extend �0 to �1 de�ned on the ring of all �nite unions of cylinders,R1 := ( N[k=1U�k : N 2 N) [ f;g;we mimic the usual construction of inner measure and set, for B 2 R1,�1(B) := supf�0(A) : A � B; A 2 R0g:Lemma 5.7 There is a unique (countably additive) Borel measure �2 such that�2(B) = �1(B) for B 2 R1. Moreover, �2 is concentrated on XP and is �nite with�2(XP) = ��S�: rankP(�)=1 U�� = �1.Proof. The measure �2 is supplied by the standard theorem about uniqueextension of a measure from a ring to a �-ring (see e.g. [2]). We only have to verifythat �1 is �nite and countably additive on R1. To check countable additivity, letB = S1n=1Bn 2 R1 where Bn are pairwise disjoint and Bn 2 R1. Since the setsof R1 are open and compact, B = SNn=1Bn 2 R1 for some N 2 N . Suppose thatA � B and A 2 R0. Observe that the intersection of A with any cylinder is inR0 so that An := A \Bn 2 R0. Hence, from the de�nition of �1 and additivity of�0, �0(A) =PNn=1 �0(An) �PNn=1 �1(Bn), which yields �1(B) �PNn=1 �1(Bn) byarbitrariness of A. The opposite inequality is equally clear since if An � Bn andAn 2 R0, then SNn=1An 2 R0 and SNn=1An � B.To see that �1 is concentrated on XP, consider � that is not allowed. Then,for any �, �� is also not allowed and so �P(��) = 0 by de�nition. It follows that�0(A) = 0 for any A 2 R0 with A � U�, and so �1(U�) = 0 by the de�nition of �1.Finally, since any A 2 R0 is a disjoint union of cylinders U� with constantlength j�j = n for some n 2 N , we have �0(A) � �n � �1. On the other hand, bythe countable additivity of �2,�20@ [�: rankP(�)=1U�1A = limn!1�20@ [�: rankP(�)=1; j�j=nU�1A = limn!1 �n = �1:2 22



From Lemma 5.7, there is a probability measure � on XP given on any Borelmeasurable set B by �(B) := �2(B)=�1: (5.5)In view of Theorem 2.1, the following lemma identi�es � as the measure of maximalentropy.Lemma 5.8 The measure � is shift invariant andh�(f) = ln�;where h�(f) denotes the measure theoretic entropy of � under the shift map.Proof. Lemma 5.5 yields, for rankP(�) = 1,�0(f�1U�) = �0 m[i=1Ui�! = �0(U�):Also, whenever A 2 R0 then f�1(A) 2 R0, so that the equality above implies�0(A) = �0(f�1A). As a consequence, �1(B) � �1(f�1B) by the de�nition of �1.The reverse inequality follows from passing to the complements (which are also inR1). Thus �1 is invariant and so is its extension �2.The partition of the full shift space AN into cylinders Ui, i = 1; :::; m, is agenerator (c.f. [4]); therefore,h�(f) = limn!1 1n X�: j�j=n��(U�) ln�(U�):For rankP(�) = 1, we can use the de�nition of �P(�) and that there are no morethan #Ver(G) paths a with l(a) = � (by right resolving) to obtain a bound�(U�)�1 = �P(�) � ��j�jk�kk�Tk#Ver(G);which we use to estimate: 1n X�: j�j=n��(U�) ln�(U�) �1n X�: j�j=n; rankP(�)=1��(U�) ln�(U�) �X�: j�j=n; rankP(�)=1� ln �k�kk�Tk#Ver(G)��n��11 � �(U�) ��� + ln(k�kk�Tk#Ver(G))=n� X�: j�j=n; rankP(�)=1 �(U�):Via Lemma 5.7,P�: j�j=n; rankP(�)=1 �(U�) = �n=�1 ! 1, so it follows that h�(f) �� = htop(XP). Of course, h�(f) � htop(XP), as for any invariant measure. 2Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 5.3. The union of Lemma 5.7, (5.5), andLemma 5.8 constitutes the theorem. 2 23



6 Further propertiesWe concentrate in this section on topologically transitive cocyclic subshifts. Ourgoal is two-fold. First, we want to present XP as a subshift of a certain countablecolored graph ĜP that is irreducible and recurrent | which makes XP a codedsystem (as studied in [3]). Second, we want to supply the missing piece of thePerron-Frobenius theory to the e�ect that �P is a simple eigenvalue for irreducibleP and the only eigenvalue on the circle j�j = �P for primitive (irreducible andaperiodic) P. Here irreducibility and primitivity of P correspond to transitivityand mixing of XP, a connection we barely touch on since it was studied thoroughlyin [7] in the context of cocycles �.De�nition 6.6 For a rank reduced P, the transition graph of P is de�ned as thecolored graph ĜP whose vertices are of the form (v; z) where v 2 Ver(P) andz = im(�a) for some a 2 Path(P) with a+ = v and rank(�a) = 1; and there is anedge, call it ê, joining (v; z) to (~v; ~z) for each edge e 2 Edge(P) such that e� = v,e+ = ~v and z�e = ~z. The coloring of P is that induced from P, that is l(ê) := l(e).Note that ĜP is a subgraph of the graph GP introduced in Section 3. Inparticular, if P is right (left) resolving then so is ĜP. Also, if (v; z) is a vertex ofĜP, e 2 Edge(P) with v = e�, ~v = e+, and ~z = z�e, then (~v; ~z) is automaticallya vertex of ĜP. Hence, for any � 2 BP and (v; z) 2 Ver(ĜP), we have(TP�)(v; z) = X(v;z)�!ĜP (~v;~z)�(~v; ~z) (6.6)This is to say that if AP is the countable adjacency matrix of ĜP acting on thespace B(Ver(P)) of bounded functions on Ver(P) and R : BP ! B(Ver(P)) isthe natural restriction operator, thenR � TP = AP �R: (6.7)Furthermore, T �P leaves invariant the closed linear subspace DP of B�P spanned bythe evaluation functionals �(v;z) where (v; z) 2 Ver(ĜP). Indeed, consider � 2 DPof the form � = P(v;z) w(v; z)�(v;z) where w 2 l1(Ver(ĜP)), then one computesthat T �P� =P(v;z) u(v; z)�(v;z) whereu(~v; ~z) = X(v;z)�!ĜP (~v;~z)w(v; z):The right hand side above corresponds to the action of the transposed matrix ATP,i.e., upon identifying DP with l1(Ver(ĜP)), we obtainT �P jDP = ATP: (6.8)24



(Because the in- and out-degrees of the vertices of ĜP are uniformly bounded bym = #A, AP : B(Ver(P))! B(Ver(P)) and ATP : l1(Ver(ĜP)) ! l1(Ver(ĜP))are bounded linear operators; and (ATP)� = AP.)The results of Section 4 on the discrete nature of the outer spectrum of TP andT �P enable one to recover that part of the spectrum from AP.Fact 6.5 Suppose that n0 2 N and �(n)� � 0 are as in (4.3) and (4.7), n � n0, andj�j > �(n)� .(i) For � 2 BP, if T nP � = �n�, then An(R�) = �nR�; and � 6= 0 if R(�) 6= 0.(ii) For � 2 B�P, if T �Pn� = �n�, then � 2 DP and (AT )n� = �n�.Proof. (i) The �rst implication follows from (6.7). Now, suppose that R� = 0,i.e. �(v; z) = 0 for all (v; z) 2 Ver(ĜP). Recalling the de�nition of T n+ , we seethat T n+ � is obtained by evaluating (and summing) �(v; z) over certain vertices(v; z) 2 Ver(ĜP); therefore, � := T n+ � = 0 and we conclude that � = 0 byLemma 4.3.(ii) By the analogue of Lemma 4.3 for T �P , we see that � = (�n�T n� �)�1� for some� 2 im(T n+ �); and im(T n+ �) � DP from (the proof of) Fact 4.3. That � 2 DPfollows from (�n � T n� �)�1DP � DP, which can be seen by using the Neumannseries (4.8) for (�n � T n� �)�1. 2Corollary 6.4 The parts of the spectra of AP and TP in f� : j�j > �(n0)� g coincideand consist exclusively of eigenvalues.Proof. On the force of Lemma 4.4, it su�ces to show that the correspondingparts of the spectra coincide for all powers AnP and T nP where n � n0. Fix n � n0and consider � such that j�j > �(n0)� . Suppose that �n 2 �(AnP). Then �n 2�((ATP)n) (since (ATP)� = AP) and (6.8) yields �n 2 �((T �P)n) = �(T nP ). On theother hand, any such �n 2 �(T nP ) is an eigenvalue by Proposition 4.2. Hence, by(i) of Fact 6.5, �n 2 �(AnP), and �n is an eigenvalue of AnP. 2Recall that a graphG is irreducible i� every vertex connects to any other vertexvia a path; and G is primitive (also called irreducible aperiodic) if all the powergraphs Gn, n 2 N , are irreducible.De�nition 6.7 A colored graph with propagation P = (G;�) with � 6= 0 is irre-ducible i� the graph G is irreducible and, for any two vertices v; ~v 2 G, the linearhull linf�a : a� = v; a+ = ~v; a 2 Path(P)g = L(Vv; V~v) (6.9)where L(Vv; V~v) stands for all the linear operators Vv ! V~v. Also, P is calledprimitive if all its powers Pn, n 2 N, are irreducible.25



Observe that Theorem 8.1 from [7] assures that every topologically transitive co-cyclic subshift can be presented by an irreducible rank reduced one-vertex P withthe extra property that P is primitive if the subshift is mixing.Proposition 6.4 If P is an irreducible rank reduced colored graph with propaga-tion, then(i) XĜP = XP;(ii) ĜP is an irreducible graph and XP is transitive;(iii) if P is primitive, then ĜP is primitive.(iv) ĜP is positively recurrent.Proof. (ii) Consider (v; z); (~v; ~z) 2 Ver(ĜP) where z = im(�a) and ~z = im(�b)for some paths a and b with a+ = v and b+ = ~v. Since �a;�b 6= 0, there isC 2 L(Vv; V~v) such that �aC�b 6= 0. By irreducibility of P, there is then a path c(from v to ~v) such that �a�c�b 6= 0 (c.f. Lemma 4.1 in [7]). In particular, z�c = ~z,which means that there is a path in ĜP from (v; z) to (~v; ~z). In a similar way, oneshows that, given two occurring blocks � and �, there is  such that �� occurs inXP, which readily implies transitivity of XP.(i) If � is a block that is a coloring of some path in ĜP, then it is a coloringof the corresponding path in P, so XĜP � XP. Vice versa, if � is a coloring of apath a in P, then to see that � is a coloring of some path in ĜP it su�ces to �nda path b in P such that rank(�b) = 1, b+ = a�, and �b�a 6= 0. Because � 6= 0 andP is irreducible, XP 6= ;. Being also rank reduced, XP contains then a path ~b withrank(�~b) = 1; and ~b can be extended (as in the proof of (ii)) to get a suitable b.(iii) First note that ĜjP = ĜPj . (Here, that every vertex of ĜjP is a vertex ofĜPj hinges on extension of paths via irreducibility of P.) Thus, if the powers Pj,j 2 N , are all irreducible so are ĜjP by (ii). Hence, ĜP is primitive.(iv) Since ĜP is irreducible by (ii), its Perron value can be de�ned as thegrowth rate of the entries of the matrices AjP or (ATP)j; namely, after �xing avertex i = (v; z), �ĜP := lim supj!1 �(AjP)ii�1=j = lim supj!1 �(ATP)jii�1=j (seepage 223 in [6]), where the subscript ii indicates taking the appropriate entry ofthe matrix. In view of (6.8), (ATP)jii = ((T �P)j�i) (Ii) where �i 2 B�P is the evaluationfunctional �i(�) := �(v; z) and Ii 2 BP is the indicator function of the singletonf(v; z)g. Therefore, �ĜP � �(T �P) = �P. Also, �ĜP � �P because �P, being aneigenvalue of TP, is an eigenvalue of AP by Corollary 6.4.Having shown that �ĜP = �P, positive recurrence of ĜP will follow fromLemma 7.1.38 in [6], if we �nd positive x 2 B(Ver(ĜP)) and y 2 l1(Ver(ĜP))such that APx = �Px and ATPy = �Py (since x � y < 1 is automatic). Let � bea positive eigenvector of TP corresponding to �P as secured by Theorem 4.2. By(6.7), x := R� 2 B(Ver(ĜP)) satis�es APx = �Px; and x 6= 0 by (i) of Fact 6.5.26



Likewise, if � is a positive eigenvector of T �P corresponding to �P, then (ii) ofFact 6.5 secures � 2 DP = l1(Ver(ĜP)) and (AT )n = �nP� for some n 2 N . Thusy := � + : : : ��n+1P (AT )n�1� 2 l1(Ver(ĜP)) is the sought after eigenvector of ATP.2 We are ready to exploit the connection between TP and AP to show the followingresult.Theorem 6.4 If P is an irreducible rank reduced colored graph with propagation,then the Perron eigenvalue �P is simple (for both TP and T �P) and the correspondingeigenvector is strictly positive. Moreover, if P is primitive, then �P is the only pointof the spectrum on the circle j�j = �P.Proof. If P is irreducible and rank reduced, then ĜP is irreducible and posi-tively recurrent by Proposition 6.4. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem for countableMarkov chains (Theorem 7.1.3 in [6]), AP and ATG have one dimensional space ofeigenvalues corresponding to the Perron value �ĜP = �P. By Fact 6.5, the sameholds for TP and T �P , i.e. �P is simple.If P is also primitive, then so is ĜP by Proposition 6.4. By (f) of Theorem 7.1.3in [6], AP has no eigenvalues of modulus �P besides �P. By (i) of Fact 6.5, no sucheigenvalues exist for TP. We could consider only eigenvalues due to Proposition 4.2.2 Finally let us comment on the connection with the coded systems. This iseasiest done in the context of the presentation via cocycles (as adapted in theintroduction). Consider then a transitive cocyclic subshift X. By [7], one canpresent X as X� for some irreducible cocycle of minimal rank one. The associatedgraph with propagation P has only one vertex v0 and is irreducible and right(and left) resolving. Thus ĜP is an irreducible and right (and left) resolvingcolored graph. Such graphs correspond to irreducible Fischer automata, whichmakes X = XĜP a coded system (as de�ned in [3]). Moreover, if � is a block withrankP(��) = 1, then one easily checks that � is the so called synchronizing word(see e.g. Section 3 in [3], or page 3 in [1]). Thus X is a synchronized coded system.References[1] A. Bertrand. Sp�eci�cation et synchronisation dans les syst�emes dynamiques sym-boliques ou expansifs. preprint, ?[2] P. Billingsley. Probability and Measure. John Wiley & Sons, 1979.[3] F. Blanchard and G. Hansel. Systemes Codes. Theoretical Computer Science, 44:17{50, 1986.[4] M. Denker, C. Grillenberger, and K. Sigmund. Ergodic Theory on Compact Spaces,volume 527 of Lecture Notes in Mathematics. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1976.27
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